
 



Hello. We’re onto the next What If Games and we’re taking a closer look at stealth and how games 
create the feeling of stealth and control. However, by making the enemies “stealthy” do we start to 
negate that feeling of stealth from the player. If so, how can keep the player in control? 

The Brief: 

In this project, we will be hypothesising and testing what could happen if Splinter Cell Conviction’s 
enemies were invisible. The current plan is to design mechanics and solutions for the player’s new 
invisible threat and study how this would change the enemy’s behaviour and the player’s approach 
to the game. 

 

How does Splinter Cell Conviction Work? 

Released back in 2010 by Ubisoft. Tom Clancy’s Splinter 
Cell Conviction is a stealth game about infiltrating enemy 
bases and taking out the bad guys. The game is engineered 
to make the player feel like a ghost, hiding in shadows, 
crawling through the environment, and swiftly killing 
unsuspecting enemies. Splinter Cell follows the story of Sam Fisher, an ex-Navy SEAL officer now 
working for the National Service Agency known as the “Third Echelon.” Sam Fisher is equipped with 
guns, gadgets and the game’s signature night-vision goggles which give the player the upper hand in 
a dimly lit stronghold. 

IGN’s Splinter Cell Conviction Launch Trailer: https://youtu.be/Ba0vkxZ3d2c 

Traversing Environments:  

The player can easily make the environment their 
playground to stalk their enemies. Since this is a third-
person shooter it has a cover system. A cover system is a 
classic mechanic that appears in most third-person games, 
it allows the player to hide behind waist-high cover like 
walls, furniture and vehicles, the character will stick to the 
cover so the player doesn’t have to worry as much about 
being spotted. The player can climb up walls onto ledges, 
climb up pipes and hang upside down on them, they can 
vault over cover, open and close doors and windows, turn 
lights off and they can even shoot items in the world like 
hanging chandeliers to crush or distract enemies.  

Splinter Cell’s levels are full of these components that 
allow the player to get around the environment 
undetected, the game’s most pronounced feature is 
lighting. Splinter Cell uses lighting as part of its gameplay 
and not just for aesthetics or as a guide. Darkness is the 
players most powerful tool, the player is practically 
invisible in the dark, enemies cannot see them so the 
player can easily creep around the environment without 
ever being seen. Therefore, light is the player’s biggest 
weakness, when they enter light they can be seen by 
enemies. However, the player can turn off these lights or 
shoot them, creating more darkness and more room for 
the player to roam.  

https://youtu.be/Ba0vkxZ3d2c


Combat:  

We can separate the combat into three parts. First, there’s 
the basic shooting mechanic found in almost every game. 
The player can aim and shoot at enemies. Second, the 
take-down mechanic, this ability allows the player to 
silently kill a target from close range, standard enemies 
cannot combat the take-down. Lastly, the ‘Mark and 
Execute’ mechanic allows the player to mark several 
targets and press a button to execute multiple targets at 
once. This means the player does not have to aim or worry 
about timing, Sam Fisher will automatically kill the marked 
targets.  

Then there are the gadgets. Throughout the game, the 
player gains access to an array of gadgets, including lethal weapons. The classic weapon is a grenade, 
there are several types of grenades: frag grenades which are a standard lethal grenade, flash 
grenades which will temporarily stun enemies and reduce their vision and EMP grenades which will 
temporarily disable lights and cameras so the player can move around easily without getting 
spotted. To use these grenades the player just must press a button and Sam will throw the grenade 
in the direction the player is aiming.  

There are also proximity mines and remote bombs, these can be attached to surfaces and will either 
detonate when an enemy is close or must be remotely triggered. The last item is the Sticky Camera, 
this camera can be thrown and will stick to any surface, once stuck the camera will turn on and the 
player can see what the camera sees, another handy feature of the camera is the noise emitter. The 
player can remotely emit sounds from the sticky camera, this will attract any nearby enemies to 
search where the noise came from, the player can use this distraction to separate guards.  

Enemy Behaviour:  

The enemies are quite simple, I was expecting a bit more 
to work with, maybe the game’s enemy A.I. is a bit 
outdated compared to more modern games or maybe 
they behave perfectly for Splinter Cell. The enemies’ 
behaviour is split into two parts, guard mode and hunt 
mode. Lastly, the enemies aren’t very strong, a simple 
shot to the head will kill most enemies, they are easily 
attracted to sound which the player can use to their advantage and most enemies have a torch so 
they can potentially spot the player when they’re hiding in the dark. 

Guard Mode- Usually, when the player first enters a part of a level, the enemies are in guard mode, 
this means they’re stood around chatting, standing in doorways and occasionally patrolling small 
areas. By making the enemies fairly passive and predictable, the player can easily plot around them 
and it’s this simple enemy behaviour that encourages the player to take advantage of this and be 
more aggressive; the enemies won’t start looking for the player until they make the first move. A 
quote from Maxime Beland, the Creative Director, stated “We wanted to give the "ruthless elite 
agent" fantasy to the player. We focused on keeping what made SC special: intelligence in action.” 
Combine the passive enemy A.I. with the deliberate placement of lighting and cover, the player can 
strategize and efficiently take out enemies. 

Hunt Mode- If the player is spotted or an enemy finds a corpse, all enemies will enter hunt mode. 
This changes their behaviour and makes them act more aggressively and can appear more 
unpredictable. They no longer stand around chatting but will patrol the area looking for the player. 



This turns up the difficulty slightly as now the enemies are constantly on the move, however, the 
player still has an advantage. Enemies rarely look up, and the player can easily climb up onto ledges 
and pipes escaping them and this then gives the player a better vantage point. Even when the 
enemies go on the offensive and put the player on the defensive, the player still has a tactical 
advantage, not to mention the arsenal of gadgets the player has access to. 

A quick interview with Splinter Cell Conviction’s Creative Director, Maxime Beland: 
https://www.firstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/splinter-cell-conviction-interview-3572411.html 

Power of Stealth: 

Unlike most cover-based shooters, Splinter Cell Conviction highlights exactly when the player is 
hidden in darkness. Think about games like Far Cry 3, the player can hide behind cover and each 
enemy has a detection meter. A detection meter is a mechanic used often in stealth games, 
essentially, when a player is within an enemy’s sight a meter will start to increase when this meter is 
filled the enemy spots the player. How fast the detection meter fills up depends on how visible the 
player is, for example, if the player is stood out in the open an enemy will spot them quicker than if 
they trying to sneak past in a bush. Splinter Cell does use detection meters but they are far less 
lenient and the enemies will spot the player much faster, however, this harder detection meter 
mechanic is balanced by the light and dark mechanic. Whenever a player is in the dark they cannot 
be seen, to illustrate this to the player, the game becomes greyscale, the game only has colour when 
the player is in the light. This dramatic change in colour tells the player when they are hidden. 

In games like Far Cry 3 the player is always cautious where enemies are and how not to get spotted. 
However, in Splinter Cell, by simply showing the player when they’re hidden, it gives them one less 
thing to worry about and lets them be more aggressive and travel around the level with ease. 
Another feature of Splinter Cell is the ‘Last Known Location’ mechanic. This mechanic is used to 
highlight the player’s last known position from the enemy’s perspective. When an enemy spots the 
player a ghost version of the player freezes in place now all the enemies know the player’s last 
known location and so does the player. Even when the enemies gain knowledge about their 
surroundings, the player also learns this knowledge and knows exactly what the enemies know. 
Therefore, despite the change in enemy behaviour from guard mode to hunt mode, the player is still 
a step ahead of the enemy A.I. and the player can now use this new information against the enemy. 
The enemies aren’t very smart, the player can easily distract them with gadgets like the sticky 
camera or sabotaging lights and players can deliberately trick enemies by revealing themselves and 
using the ‘Last Known Location’ mechanic. 

 

Invisible Enemies in Games: 

I’ve listed some games that include invisible enemies, we’re going to have a look at the game uses 
invisible enemies and if these enemies behave differently to their visible comrades.   

Halo Reach’s Spec Ops:  

Halo games have introduced a lot of different enemies over the years 
but one foe that made an appearance in Halo Reach is the Spec Ops 
enemy, part of the Elite branch of enemies. The Elites are some of the 
tougher enemies in the Halo series, they’re fast, have an impressive 
jump for reaching platforms, they can be armed with almost any 
weapon in the game, including the Elite’s signature weapon, the Energy 
Sword. There are about six different Elites, which vary in aesthetics but 

https://www.firstpost.com/tech/news-analysis/splinter-cell-conviction-interview-3572411.html


the part we’re interested in is their behaviour. We’re trying to find 
something that separates the Spec Ops enemy from the others, 
besides turning invisible.  

I went back a played some of Halo Reach’s Firefight mode, which 
allowed me to test the Spec Ops Elite against other Elite enemies 
and see what’s different about them. I realised the major 
difference between the different Elites is difficulty, from the 
standard low-ranking Elite Minors to the Elite Generals, their 
amount of health increases through the ranks and their aggression 
too. It seems they fluctuate in aggression, for example, the 
Generals usually spawn in groups of two and immediately seek 
out the player, they can be armed with various weapons including 
the Fuel Rod Cannon, a high-damage rocket launcher.  

The Spec Ops Elite work a little differently, they have far less 
variety in weapons, usually they have a simple plasma rifle. 
Plasma guns are standard, compared to other weapons, they’re 
nothing special. So, they have much weaker weapons and less 
variety. Another difference is their behaviour, Spec Ops Elites will 
stay grouped together instead of separating and they seem to 
hang back in the middle of a firefight. Rather than hunting down 
the player and working on the front lines, the Spec Ops stay 
grouped together and slowly advance on the player. They’re not 
as aggressive as other Elites. Lastly, I’ll go over the details of their 
invisibility mechanic. Spec Ops Elites are invisible most of the time but there are a few occasions that 
disable the invisibility cloak. When a Spec Ops Elite fires its weapon their cloak temporarily disables, 
revealing themselves to the player. I noticed that the Spec Ops Elites are quite weak against plasma 
weapons and their shields are connected to their invisibility. When the player deals damage to a 
Spec Ops their shields are lowered and their invisible cloak starts to wear off, if the player keeps 
shooting them, they will be revealed to the player. Once the player fully depletes the enemy’s 
shields their cloak is disabled until their shields recharge. This can encourage the player to play 
aggressively, once they learn that dealing damaging to the Spec Ops Elites disables their invisibility 
and sets a level playing field.  

Wolfenstein’s Veil Assassins: 

In one of the older Wolfenstein games, they tamper with dark magic to create 
strange enemies which, in turn, creates varied gameplay. One enemy is called 
the Veil Assassin, a fast and very deadly killer which turns invisible. Once 
invisible the assassin will run at the player, slice them with their knives and run 
away leaving the player stumped. The assassins always have the same 
weapons, two knives for melee combat meaning the assassins must be up 
close to deal damage to the player. In terms of combat, this gives the player a 
slight advantage with their arsenal of guns ranging from machine guns, sniper 
rifles, rocket launchers, tesla cannons and flamethrowers.  



Wolfenstein introduces new enemies almost like boss fights. Usually the player will be cut off from 
allies and even standard enemies, then the game will introduce a new enemy for the player to fight 
and the player will not be able to progress until they beat the new threat, like almost any boss fight. 
However, after this boss encounter, the new enemy is then added to the roster and will appear 
multiple times in the game alongside other enemies. For 
example, the Heavy Trooper is a big slow soldier armed 
with a deadly plasma cannon, to beat this foe, the player 
must shoot three weak points on the trooper and then they 
will explode. Once the player has learnt how to kill the 
Heavy Trooper in a one to one fight, the Heavy Trooper will 
show up again with enemy soldiers to increase the 
difficulty.  

But I noticed the Veil Assassin is a little different, the enemy is introduced in a boss fight-like setting 
and then shows up again a few times in the game but usually still separated from other enemies. 
What’s odd is the assassins aren’t very tough, compared to other unique enemies, the assassins can 
be easily stunned and killed with the flamethrower or tesla cannon. What makes them challenging is 
they demand the player’s full attention, they’re easy to kill but deal a lot of damage and being 
invisible makes them hard to find. Because they’re hard to find it means the player can’t go on the 
attack, they have no choice but to wait for the assassin to attack them, giving the player a small 
window to deal damage, if they can work out where they are. There are a few times in the game 
where the player must kill multiple assassins at once, I suppose the works better as the player is 
already in a defensive mindset, if the player also had to juggle standard soldier enemies with the 
assassins the player would be split between aggressive and defensive play. 

So far it seems that the assassins are incredibly hard and difficult to spot. Wolfenstein does give the 
player a hand by using sound. The veil assassins will laugh frequently enough to help the player 
gauge where they are, along with the sound of footsteps, the player can begin to paint a mental 
picture. But the player’s biggest advantage is the Thule 
Medallion, this applies a filter to the world and while it is 
activated the player can see the invisible veil assassins, 
unfortunately, the Thule Medallion runs out quickly and switch 
off when it is out of energy. 

To some up, the veil assassins are a tricky enemy as they 
require the player’s full attention, the enemies are usually 
separated from other enemies and only appear in small groups. 
A key hint to help the player is sound as this can give away their 
position. 

Video by GamePlayShare showing the Veil Assassins: 
https://youtu.be/1qbFlVJVx5c?t=17478 
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The Evil Within’s Tentacle Zombies: 

The Evil Within is a horror game filled to the brim with 
terrifyingly gory monsters, including the Tentacle 
Zombie. This is a zombie with tentacles coming out of 
its face, this creature moves slowly toward the player 
until they can grab the player and deal damage to 
them.  The catch is they’re invisible and, much like most of the zombies in The Evil Within, they only 
die if the player blows off their head. The enemies in this game are tough and the Tentacle Zombies 
are no exception. Like Wolfenstein, these enemies don’t appear often and usually unaccompanied 
by other enemies. The player is thrown into a series of dark corridors with several invisible enemies. 
The environment is silent, the only noises the player hears are moving furniture as the enemies push 
them and the strange mouth sounds emitting from the tentacle zombies.  

A major reason we’re looking at The Evil Within’s tentacle zombies is that they require accuracy to 
kill. Ammo is very scarce so every shot count, the player can’t afford to unload an entire magazine 
into a zombie’s chest. Splinter Cell takes a different approach but also requires accuracy, most 
enemies can be killed with a headshot but a body shot will just alert them to the player’s location. I 
think for The Evil Within’s tentacle zombies, the player is likely forced to use guns like the shotgun as 
this covers a wider area but in Splinter Cell the player is encouraged not to use loud guns, at least 
not when the player is hidden from enemies.  

However, I noticed there are at least two occasions when the tentacle zombie isn’t invisible. When 
the player deals damage to the tentacle zombie their invisibility is disabled for a few seconds, giving 
the player a bit of time to see where they are and deal more damage to them. The other instance is 
when the tentacle zombie lunges at the player to grab them, the invisibility briefly turns off which 
allows the player another opportunity to note where the enemy is. What we can learn from The Evil 
Within is that while accuracy is important, for the tentacle zombies this method isn’t as effective. If 
we think like the player, why would we bother trying to shoot an enemy in the head if we can’t see 
them, we would have a better chance of hitting them in the body as this is a bigger target. This 
mentality is the opposite of what Splinter Cell wants. We’re going to have to find ways of allowing 
the player to take precision shots and feel like a professional spy rather than firing blindly at where 
they think an enemy is. 

A quick video by James Jeans showing off the Tentacle Zombie: https://youtu.be/aB-tDImfftY 

We can see from these games that invisible enemies aren’t used often and when they are, they’re 
typically separated from other enemies in the game. There aren’t many games where the standard 
enemies are invisible. Invisible enemies require a lot of focus from the player and there are only ever 
a few of these enemies at once. A big problem we must face is how invisible enemies change the 
player’s behaviour, it seems by making an enemy invisible and stopping the player from seeing 
them, it takes away so much information from the player they can’t keep up an aggressive play style. 
They now need to rely heavily on the invisible enemy indicating to the player where they are, 
meaning the player can’t take initiative and root out enemies. This goes against Splinter Cell’s 
desired play style. We’ll need to find a way of merging these two together.  
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Creating Splinter Cell’s Invisible Threat: 

Taking what we’ve learnt of Splinter Cell Conviction’s gameplay and how other games have used 
invisible enemies. We can now start to redesign some of Splinter Cell’s mechanics to fit with our 
invisible threat.  

How invisibility changes the player’s approach: 

Judging from player behaviour against invisible enemies in other games, I’m predicting players will 
be less aggressive and more hesitant to attack enemies. Most likely because it’s hard to go on the 
offensive against something the player can’t see. However, this goes against Splinter Cell’s play style, 
so we need to find a way of allowing the player to play aggressively while the enemies are still 
invisible. 

Giving light more power: 

One idea I had was to use lights against enemies. Currently, light is bad for the player. When the 
player enters light, they are more likely to be spotted by enemies. Therefore, the player is 
encouraged to shoot lights or turn them off but what if we developed a risk vs reward system? What 
if when an enemy enters light their invisibility cloak deactivates revealing them to the player? This 
would encourage the player to use lighting as a trap, when enemies enter light, the player has a 
better opportunity to kill them. This would potentially develop a risk vs reward system as darkness 
helps the player stay hidden, but light reveals enemies.  

The potential problem with this is it may just be easier for the player to leave all the lights on and 
throw away Splinter Cell’s core mechanic of using darkness. Usually when the player is spotted and 
the guards are alerted, things get loud. The player might prefer to abandon stealth if favour of being 
able to see enemies. 

Using Sonar Goggles: 

Later in the game, the player is given the Ultra-High Frequency 
Sonar Goggles. These goggles allow the player to highlight enemies 
within range. The Sonar Goggles can detect enemies, mines and 
tripwires through walls and objects. The disadvantage to using the 
Sonar Goggles is they’re not very accurate. When the player 
moves, the sonar vision becomes warped and almost impossible to 
work out where enemies are. The goggles have their own 
balancing act. The player can activate sonar mode an unlimited 
number of times which will reveal enemy locations through walls, but the sonar goggles must 
periodically send out pulses to reveal the enemies. The goggles are also practically useless when the 
player is moving.  

I think these goggles should be allowed to reveal invisible enemies. The original goggles are quite 
balanced and stop the player from making the game too easy. However, we want the player to still 
be aggressive and not being able to move when they can finally see the enemies might stop them 
from playing aggressively.  

There are a few solutions that might help our problem: 

• Upgrade the Sonar Goggles so they are much less warped when moving, making them more 
effective and encouraging the player to play more aggressively. However, we don’t want the 
player to spend the entire game wearing the Sonar Goggles. 



• The goggles could give the player more information. The goggles will periodically send out 
pulse waves revealing enemies, but the white silhouettes will quickly fade away. We could 
prolong the white silhouettes allowing the player to gather more information.  

• The goggles could give a lot more information and not rely on periodic pulse waves, we 
could allow the player to see perfectly using the Sonar Goggles whilst moving. The new 
downside is it’s temporary. The Sonar goggles can only be active for a limited amount of 
time. This allows the players to be more aggressive against enemies but must be strategic 
when using their Sonar Goggles.  

Gameplay showing the Sonar Goggles in action by 111v1per111:https://youtu.be/Glj_F87hzpw 

 

Testing Invisible Enemies: 

For this What If Games project, we’re going a step further. We’re testing Splinter Cell’s new invisible 
threat. I have roughly replicated a Splinter Cell Conviction level and the basic mechanics we will be 
testing using the Unreal Engine 4. The goal of this practical test is to see if the player’s playstyle is 
different from the preferred play style of the original Splinter Cell Conviction. We want the player to 
remain strategic and stealthy but still aggressive and taking the initiative against the enemies. If this 
is different, we’ll need to pinpoint exactly why and if this can be rectified. 

I’ve borrowed a little project from Crocopede, a Youtuber and UE4 designer that has designed a 
basic cover system that we will use to house our testing. The blockout is based on part of the White 
Box level from Splinter Cell Conviction. I’ve put together a basic mechanic that will make enemies 
invisible and appear when the player presses a button, the enemies will be visible for a brief 
moment then fade away and become invisible again. 

So far, there are no combat mechanics set in place and the enemies cannot attack or even register 
the player and yet it still feels uneasy standing in the blockout build of a level and not being able to 
see any enemies. 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/Glj_F87hzpw


 

Here’s the layout so far. The player is the yellow mannequin, and the enemies are white silhouettes. 
Currently, the enemies will roam around the level to random locations and wait several seconds 
between moving from spot to spot. The enemies are always invisible and will only appear when the 
player presses ‘V’, the enemies will appear as white silhouettes for about 8 seconds before slowly 
disappearing again. I’ve deliberately extended the time enemies are visible for compared to the 
Sonar Goggles, this allows the player to take in more information and have more time to react. It 
would be hard and unfair if the player only had a few seconds to register the enemies’ locations as 
this is currently their only opportunity to see the enemies. 

I added a shooting mechanic so the player can damage and kill enemies. This would allow the player 
to behave aggressively and make the test a little more like Splinter Cell Conviction.  

After testing the mechanics, I realised that making the enemies invisible negates a lot of the 
aggressive playstyle from the player, not being able to see the enemies leaves the player stumped if 
they want to remain undetected, they have to rely heavily on their gadgets, especially the improved 
Sonar Goggles. I’m not sure making the player rely so much on the goggles is a good thing, spending 
most of the game looking at white silhouettes could get repetitive and even disorienting. It’s a fine 
balancing act, applying a negative effect of using the sonar goggles such as using a timer to limit how 
frequently the player can use the sonar goggles, however, as soon as the sonar goggles are switched 
off, the player can’t see the enemies at all and the player is likely to play very defensively. 

 

Here’s a link to the Crocopede Youtube channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmIg9XfV3bNiSYUFcpWEwFw 

Here’s a link to the website where you can download the Cover System project: 
https://celestialarch.com/ 
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Conclusion: 

To conclude, I think this project has given me a good look at how the enemies can dramatically affect 
how the player behaves. The practical test did help give an insight into how players behave with the 
given mechanics but its use was limited as the test did not completely mirror Splinter Cell 
Conviction’s mechanics and gameplay so I was not able to get an exact result. Although, the test did 
show how the invisibility mechanic could work for enemies and how it affects the atmosphere of the 
game as it suddenly becomes a lot tenser when we take control away from the player.  

I think it’s very possible to fit invisible enemies into Splinter Cell Conviction and successfully modified 
to work well with the player’s behaviour and help keep them a step ahead of the bad guys, but 
making all the enemies invisible might be too much and could alter the player’s behaviour and 
playstyle, possibly, losing what makes Splinter Cell a thrilling, fast-paced stealth game. 

 

If you have a different approach I’d love to hear it or what other games you think should include 
invisible enemies. Thank you for reading and goodbye. 

 

 

 


